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Jennifer Keller selected to  

Lawdragon “Hall of Fame” — 
and 4 partners named to 2023 list of 
“500 Leading Lawyers in America” 

 
 

IRVINE, CA, JANUARY 18, 2023 ---Keller/Anderle LLP (K/A) congratulates Jennifer Keller for 

her induction into the Lawdragon “Hall of Fame” class of 2023.  The firm is also pleased to 

announce the selection of Jennifer Keller, Kay Anderle, Reuben Camper Cahn and 

Chase Scolnick to the “2023 Lawdragon 500 Leading Lawyers in America.” K/A is among 

the premier boutique trial firms in California.   

 

The Lawdragon Hall of Fame recognizes “outstanding lawyers who have made 

remarkable contributions to the legal profession …  in most cases representing clients 

whose lives, livelihoods or businesses depended on a great lawyer.”  The Lawdragon 500 

Leading Lawyers in America is among the most elite distinctions in the profession.  The 

naming of 4 out of 13 Keller/Anderle attorneys to the Lawdragon 500 list is an outstanding 

achievement for any boutique trial firm. 
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Jennifer Keller is one of America’s most successful trial attorneys.  Per 

Lawdragon, “Keller is hands-down one of the nation’s best trial lawyers – 

equally adept at litigating a plaintiff’s cause and defending companies 

against high-stakes claims.”  In 2022, Jennifer successfully defended Tony, 

Emmy and two-time Oscar winner Kevin Spacey against actor Anthony Rapp 

in a sexual battery civil jury trial in Southern District of New York. The jury deliberated only 

30 minutes before reaching a unanimous verdict finding Mr. Spacey not liable and 

denying Mr. Rapp the $40 million he was seeking.  The case was covered by the global 

media. 

 

Kay Anderle, managing partner, is a seasoned trial attorney, having tried over 

100 jury trials to verdict. She represents both plaintiffs and defendants in a 

broad range of high-stakes commercial litigation and white collar cases. 

Chambers USA ranks her among the top commercial litigators in California, 

She is a Fellow of the Litigation Counsel of America, an invitation-only 

organization limited to the top one-half of one percent of the nation’s attorneys.   

 

Reuben Camper Cahn, partner, is a courtroom advocate of rare experience 

and ability.  A Fellow of the American College of Trial Lawyers, he has tried 

over 100 cases to jury verdict and has argued twice before the Supreme 

Court (in 2011 and 2018) in addition to numerous arguments before both the 

9th and 11th Circuits.  This combination of skill and experience at the highest 

levels establish Mr. Cahn as one of the most exceptional lawyers of his generation   

 

Chase Scolnick, partner, specializes in complex civil and criminal litigation. 

Having tried as lead counsel approximately fifty federal jury trials, Chase is 

among the most seasoned young trial attorneys in the United States.  He has 

also been one of the most successful.  In separate years, Chase led three of 

the nation’s largest federal districts in both defense trials and wins.  
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